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Abstract
This paper will present the lessons learnt in the context of the JISC funded CO-EDUCATE project at the University of
Bolton. This project focuses on re-engineering of the professional curriculum and development of a ‘cooperative’ model
of higher education, whereby the starting point for curriculum development and design is the needs of the learner and
their organisation, negotiated and delivered in partnership with full recognition of in-work and experiential learning.
This paper reports on the background and progress made so far.
A major stratagem for realising this vision is the adoption of inter-disciplinary inquiry-based learning (IDIBL) across the
university, supported through learning technologies. A validated framework for inquiry-based learning programmes from
foundation degrees to doctorates is in place with exemplar programmes up and running and advanced planning for further
programmes. This paper will critically analyse activities over the first year of the projects implementation.
Engaging HE lecturers in a discussion around different approaches to learning, teaching, and identification of content
increases their motivation to think in new and creative ways about curriculum design in its broadest sense. Developing
courses outside of the norm exposes the institutional processes and practices to sharp critique informing those areas
which could benefit from technological interventions. Employers are enthusiastic about courses that use students’ work
as the focus of their studies and that do not pre-determine the subjects to be studied.
Higher education curricula are predominantly described in terms of learning outcomes and underpinning skills.
Introduced in response to reports such as Robinson (1994), one effect has been to reduce the ability of programmes to
respond to learner needs as bureaucratic processes inhibit agile adaptation. This paper shows how different
conceptualisations of the curriculum that focus on process and critical engagement with real world can lead to a relevant
and personalised learning experience.
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“science of effective organisation” (Beer, 1982)
Modelling of the education system at multiple levels:
political, institutional, social, pedagogic and personal
...exploration of different technological interventions
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Project aim
Jisc funded Curriculum Development Project to address
systemic change issues
Review of current processes and practice
Understanding the initial issue or challenge
Implementing innovations in curriculum design
Piloting and evaluation of the new processes
Embedding the innovations
and planning for sustainability

Sociotechnical approach.
Develop a technologically supported approach to programme development that is efficient, agile and responsive to purchaser and learner needs as well as
protecting rigour and quality.
Inquiring into the development of curriculum’s full life cycle from inception to withdrawal from university catelogue.
Work packages
1: Review of current processes and practice
2: Understanding the initial issue or challenge and identifying the changes desired by the end of the project
3: Planning and implementing innovations in curriculum design processes in order to realise the desired changes
4: Piloting and evaluation of the new processes
5: Embedding the innovations and planning for sustainability
6: Dissemination and collaboration
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Methodology
• Soft Systems
• Viable Systems Model
• Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA)
• Enterprise architecture

Systems approach using multimethodologies: real activities and desires of actual actors, not about a theoretical work or
methodologies themselves
VSM: modeling to offer insight into improving organisational structure and content (Stafford Beer)
Soft systems: improve a problematic situation through agreement on feasible changes (Checkland)
SODA: cognitive mapping to develop models (MDCA) and uses software like Decision Explorer to enable

analysis (Eden & Ackerman)
Enterprise architecture: address organisational-wide integration of supporting technologies; business processes, information
systems, and IT infrastructure.
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Environment
Leitch agenda retention demographics
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Institutional response
...reduce its dependence on HEFCE-funded
undergraduate students and create a more diverse
portfolio of income streams...

• work-based learning
• curriculum development
• curriculum design

Move to a consumer led curriculum
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Some findings
What the focus of the curriculum debate isn’t about for
most staff
• approaches to assessment
• design of learning activities
• change in working practices
• demand led curriculum design and delivery

In open discussion (that is without direction) these are the kinds of things
‘management’ first talk about.
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Some findings
What the focus of the curriculum debate is about for
most staff
• market intelligence and marketing
• improving the course validation process and
supporting tools
• CPD and short courses

In open discussion (that is without direction) these are the kinds of things
staff first talk about.
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Modelling
• approaches to assessment
• design of learning activities
• change in working practices
• demand led curriculum design and
delivery
• market intelligence and marketing
• improving the course validation
process and supporting tools
• CPD and short courses

Beer, 1969

Stafford Beer Diagnosing the System - readable introduction to the Viable
System Model (VSM). Using the VSM we can begin to model the activities of
Bolton around the curriculum development process.
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Pilot activity

Framework

The framework describes a series of modules that are subject content free,
and instead use learning outcomes that describe learning processes and
student capabilities. As such, the modules can be applied to a wide range
of different work contexts where students can apply a action-inquiry
approach to learning.
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